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PAPER ONE TIME LIMIT ［95 MIN.］ PART Ⅰ LISTENING

COMPREHENSION［40 min.］ In Sections A， B and C you will

hear everything once only. Listen carefully and then answer the

questions that follow. Mark the correct response for each question

on your Coloured ANSWER SHEET. SECTION A TALK

Questions 1 to 5 refer to the talk in this section.At the end of the talk

you will be given 15 seconds to answer each of the following five

questions. Now Listen to the talk. 1.The speaker is____. A.talking on

the phone. B.talking on the television. C.talking on the radio.

D.talking on the platform. 2.Many children know little of the lives of

relatives because____. A.they have no time. B.they are from the

unclear family. C.they have never met them before. D.they dont like

them. 3.Who is Joe Browne？ A.He is an expert in mental workings.

B.He is an actor. C.He is a writer on the importance of friends and

relatives. D.He is a clinical psychologist and talkshow host. 4.People

form a close connection to celebrities hot because____. A.they have

busy lives. B.they live faraway from their relatives and friends. C.they

cannot escape media coverage of celebrities. D.they work with those

celebrities. 5.The purpose of the talk is to____. A. stay connected to

our own families and relatives. B. B.remain intimate with celebrities.

C. stop crying for celebrities. D.learn how to love both families and



celebrities. SECTION B CONVERSATION Questions 6 to l0 are

based on Mr.Jones and Engineer.At the end of the comversation you

will be given 15 seconds to answer each of the following five

questions. Now Listen to the interview. 6.The interviewer believes

that. A. advertising cant be a kind of lying. B.advertising must be a

kind of lying. C.advertising is most likely to be a kind of lying.

D.advertising may be a kind of lying. 7.How many years has this

advertising man been in the ad. business for？ A.fifteen years

B.sixteen years C.fourteen years D.ten years 8.What kind of work

does he find most interesting？ A.making ad. Plans B.selling

products successfully C.developing new markets D.making a new

product 9.What does advertising function as according to this ad.

man？ A.A determiner that leads people to bring the product into

their lives. B.A complete lie that leads people to buy the produet.

C.As a stable value which makes people believe what the product

has. D.As a promotion which makes people aware of the new

product. 10.What will determine that people will continue to use the

product？ A.The products own worth. B.The products design.

C.The products advertising. D.The proudcts price. 100Test 下载频
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